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Class Location OII 4/24/2012 Data Request 
 
Patrolling 
 

1. For the natural gas transmission pipeline segments that lack confirmation of 
quarterly patrolling, what is the longest period of time during which each 
segment has no such confirmation records?  

2. For the natural gas transmission pipeline segments that lack confirmation of 
quarterly patrolling, are any of these segments without any patrol records? 

a. If so, please identify?   

3. For the natural gas transmission pipeline segments that lack confirmation of 
quarterly patrolling, please identify the single segment with the longest lapse 
in quarterly patrolling. 

a. Please provide the longest period during which there was no quarterly 
patrolling on this segment.  

4. How many pipeline segments lack confirmation of quarterly patrolling for a 
total period greater than one year (i.e., a total period without confirmation in 
excess of four quarters)? 

a. How many pipeline segments lack confirmation of quarterly patrolling for 
a total period greater than two years (i.e., a total period without 
confirmation in excess of eight quarters)?  

b. How many pipeline segments lack confirmation of quarterly patrolling for 
a total period greater than three years (i.e., a total period without 
confirmation in excess of twelve quarters)? 

c. How many pipeline segments lack confirmation of quarterly patrolling for 
a total period greater than five years (i.e., a total period without 
confirmation in excess of twenty quarters)? 

d. How many pipeline segments lack confirmation of quarterly patrolling for 
a total period greater than ten years (i.e., a total period without 
confirmation in excess of forty quarters)? 

e. How many pipeline segments lack confirmation of quarterly patrolling for 
a total period greater than fifteen years (i.e., a total period without 
confirmation in excess of sixty quarters)? 

f. How many pipeline segments lack confirmation of quarterly patrolling for 
a total period greater than twenty years (i.e., a total period without 
confirmation in excess of eighty quarters)?   

5. Please identify any and all of the 1,192 segments which were reported in 
PG&E’s April 2nd response to I.11-11-009 as experiencing an increase in class 
change that are affected by this lack of quarterly patrolling revelation. 
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6. Please explain the underlying cause for each transmission line that was not 
patrolled in accordance with PG&E’s official Patrolling Procedures for all 
applicable time periods.  Some possibilities may include:  

a. Pipeline was not scheduled to be patrolled. 

b. Pipeline was scheduled but not patrolled. 

c. Pipeline was scheduled and patrolled but not documented. 

d. Pipeline was not scheduled, not patrolled and not documented.  

 

Miscellaneous 
 

7. Please provide copies of all PG&E Data Responses to discovery (Data 
Requests) from the City and County of San Francisco and TURN from April 18, 
2012, forward.   

 

 

 

 

 


